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Abstract— Recent efforts on wearable robots have focused
on augmenting the motor performance and/or protecting the
wearer’s body with lightweight structures. However, providing
human-scale force and structural stiffness usually conflicts with
the wearability. Inspired by sandwich-structured composites
with high structural strengths, widely employed in both nature
and man-made structures, we propose a mechanism of selectively stiffening garments (SSGs) utilizing anisotropic cellular
cores and rubber-laminated face sheets [1]. While the proposed
mechanism shows a high compliance allowing for conformity to
the wearer’s body when unjammed, it provides a significantly
high force density when jammed, compared to conventional
jamming methods, allowing for the ability to adjust mechanical
properties based on the designs and materials. In this work,
we demonstrate three SSG applications using the proposed
cellular composites for force and motion assistance and impact
mitigation.

I. INTRODUCTION
What if a garment can harden itself depending on the
task that the wearer undertakes? One of the long-term goal
of functional garments is to improve the wearer’s physical
performances [2]. For example, compression sportswear stabilizes the joints by stiffening the structure [3]. Orthoses
assist specific body parts by limiting the ranges of motion [4].
Rigid protective gears, such as hip and chest guards, protect
the wearer by distributing or absorbing impacts [5]. However, conventional functional garments always maintain their
mechanical properties the same, since their performances
heavily rely on the inherent material properties. These permanent properties often cause discomfort and limit the wearer’s
activities in spite of the benefits in certain situations.
The concept of this work, the selective stiffening garment
(SSG), draws upon the synergy between functional clothing
and soft robotics [6] (Fig. 1). We hypothesize that the wearer
can benefit from the garment in two different aspects. First,
it provides a physiological advantage in the musculoskeletal
system (Fig. 1(a)). The stiffening structure can selectively
lock the kinematic chain of the body and support the weights
of the body segments, reducing the level of muscle activation.
Second, the garment can play a role of a protective layer. The
hardened structure can form a hard outer shell that provides
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Fig. 1. Two applications of selective stiffening garments with the sandwich
jamming structure. (a) Medical professionals, i.e., surgeons, are required to
maintain a raised arm position while performing dexterous motions, which
puts an added tension, particularly on the muscles around the shoulder
girdle. An arm support to eliminate the muscle force required for weightbearing can reduce the static-dynamic tension on the shoulder muscles. (b)
While the rescue workers are required to move swiftly for their missions
in extreme environments, they also should be protected from unexpected
collisions, and sometimes destroy obstacles to escape. A selective stiffening
garment providing hard surfaces on top of skin can not only protect the
wearers but also help them create a large impact force during a collision.
(c) The proposed sandwich jamming structure with an anisotropic core and
two rubber-laminated face sheets inside an outer enclosure.

the wearer with additional protection and force, as shown in
the “second skin” examples (Fig. 1(b)).
The SSG can be realized by the mechanism of variable
stiffness [6]. One promising method is vacuum-based jamming of using particles [7], [8], fibers [9], layers [10]–[12],
or even combinations of two or more of these methods [13],
[14]. The major advantages of fast transition between states,
low cost, easy fabrication, and safe interaction with humans,
make the jamming method attractive for various applications,
including wearable devices [8], [11], grippers [15], and
manipulators [7], [10].
To be practical, the SSG should meet several requirements.
First, the garment should be lightweight and comfortable so
that it does not degrade the wearer’s own physical ability.
Second, when activated, the garment should be stiff enough
to withstand the bending moment applied by external impacts
as well as the wearer’s body weight. Third, the garment
should be highly compliant allowing a large range of motion

when deactivated. Although previously proposed jamming
structures [8], [11] meet part of these requirements, it is
highly challenging to satisfy all while maintaining a compact
form factor as a garment. The garment will be too bulky and
heavy with particle and layer jamming to provide sufficient
strength due to the low force-to-weight ratio. Additional
efforts are necessary to achieve a smaller device weight and
a higher bending stiffness.
To achieve high bending stiffness (or strength-to-weight
ratio) when jammed but a high compliance when unjammed,
we particularly focus on cellular composites [16], easily
found both in nature and in engineering structures. Here, we
propose and utilize a sandwich jamming structure composed
of an anisotropic cellular core and rubber-laminated face
sheets [1], shown in Fig. 1(c). The lightweight anisotropic
core provides a low bending modulus allowing for high
structural compliance when the structure is unjammed but
can be highly stiff with jamming. The friction between the
core and the rubber on the face sheet even further increases
the bending strength. Compared to other jamming structures,
the proposed structure provides a significantly increased
performance in terms of the stiffness/strength-to-weight ratio
as well as the stiffness change ratio between the unjammed
and the jammed conditions [1].
In this work, we demonstrate three SSG examples using the proposed cellular composite [1]. The first garment,
a wearable arm support, significantly reduces the muscle
activation levels while not degrading the wearer’s physical
dexterity. In the next example, an active protector made of
the SSG can quickly stiffen itself by detecting a dangerous
object approaching to the wearer before collision. Lastly, we
demonstrate a selective-hardening glove that can deliver a
high-impact force to external objects.
II. A PPLICATION 1: A RM S UPPORT FOR P OSTURE
A SSISTANCE AND G RAVITY C OMPENSATION
We demonstrate an arm support that can selectively stiffen
itself to support the weight of the arms. The arm support
was designed to be compact, lightweight, easy to wear,
and effective in anchoring the structure to the body for
distributing the load. Fig. 2(a) shows the core and the face
sheet designs. The core employs the staggered rectangular
cells and is divided into three sections. The two side sections
are fixed to the upper arm and the torso, and the middle
section is located under the armpit. The y-axes of the two
side sections are parallel to the coronal plane of the body
to easily conform to the cylindrical shapes the arm and the
torso. However, the x-axis of the middle section is parallel to
the coronal plane to allow multi-DOF shoulder motions, including both abduction-adduction and horizontal abductionadduction, when unjammed (Fig. 2(b)). When the device is
jammed, the middle section is stiffened and supports the
arm’s weight (Fig. 2(c)). The device was placed under the
shoulder and mounted to the body with elastic straps. When
jammed, the structure effectively transmits its stiffness to
the wearer’s body using the large contact area. The overall
weight and thickness are 290 g and 10 mm, respectively.

Fig. 2. An arm support using the sandwich jamming structure. a) Core
and face sheet designs of the arm support. b) Arm support allowing
abduction-adduction and horizontal abduction-adduction motions. c) While
the structure has a thin form factor, it provides sufficient stiffness and
resisting force to support the arm weight. d) We conducted a precision
manipulation task using a grooved peg board while requiring the wearer to
maintain the arm-lifting posture with the proposed arm support. e) Reduced
normalized integrated EMG values indicate that the device significantly
reduced the overall muscle activity. f) Arm support did not affect the
completion time for the task. g) End-effector area during the task did not
change with the device. h) Range of motion of each joint did not significantly
change with the device. The error bars indicate the standard deviations.

We hypothesize that this arm support can help operators
perform manipulation tasks that require motions of raising
the arms and holding the positions until they finish the
tasks. In such tasks, the operator consumes a significant
amount of physical and mental energy only for maintaining
the fixed posture (Fig. 2(d)). We recruited 11 participants
and asked them to perform a manipulation task that require
dexterity. The process of the task consists of three main
steps: picking up a grooved peg from a bin, moving it to
a different area, and aligning and inserting it into a grooved
hole of a pegboard. Total 25 pegs were used to complete the
task. The participants performed two trials of this task for
10 minutes with two experimental conditions: without the
support (OFF) and with the support (ON). The completion
time (CT), the transverse plane of the end-effector area
(EEAREA), the range of motion of each joint (ROM), and
the normalized integrated electromyography (IEMGNORM)
were recorded during the tests. To analyze the muscle activities, seven electromyography (EMG) sensors were attached
on the shoulder and arm muscles of the dominant arm:
front deltoid (FRONT˙DELT), middle deltoid (MID˙DELT),
rear deltoid (REAR˙DELT), biceps brachii (BICEPS), triceps
brachii (TRICEPS), flexor carpi radialis (FLEX˙CARPI), and
extensor carpi radialis brevis (EXT˙CARPI).
A paired t-test revealed that the mean IEMGNORM values
for the shoulder and the upper arm muscles were significantly

lower with ON than with OFF (Fig. 2(e)). However, for the
forearm muscles, there was no significant difference between
the ON and OFF. Figs. 2(f), 2(g), and 2(h) show the results
on CT, EEAREA, and ROM, respectively. There was no
statistically significant difference in the mean CT, EEAREA,
or the 3D ROMs of all the joints for the 11 participants
between ON and OFF.
The results show that the jamming support had an effect
of physical assistance, resulting in decrease in the activation
levels of the shoulder and the upper arm muscles, without
increasing that of the forearm muscles. In addition, CT and
EEAREA results indicate that the lower activation levels of
the upper arm and the shoulder muscles did not degrade
the manual dexterity. No significant difference in 3D ROMs
was observed between ON and OFF (Fig. 2(h)). In summary,
the proposed arm support reduced the static-dynamic muscle
tension of the shoulder and the upper arm without having
negative effects on the output motor performance.
III. A PPLICATION 2: S ECOND S KIN FOR P ROTECTIVE
G ARMENTS
Fig. 3(a) shows an active protection system called “Second
Skin” using the proposed sandwich jamming structure. The
overall structure is flexible so that it can easily deform and
fit the wearer’s body parts tightly regardless of their motions
or shapes. A large contact area between the structure and
the wearer’s body can be thus maintained even though the
structure is actively hardened, facilitating distribution of a
local impact caused by an unexpected collision to a larger
area of the wearer’s body.
The Second Skin is composed of a core layer made
of rubber-laminated pyramidal elements and two woven
face sheets, allowing for large deformation in all directions
(Fig. 3(b)). A conductive fabric sheet was laminated on the
enclosure of the jamming structure to detect external objects
by capacitive proximity sensing. The form factor (overall
thickness: 14 mm) is thin enough to be placed inside a regular
protection garment.
Fig. 3(c) presents the pressure distribution performance of
the Second Skin in a static load condition. A static load of 50
N was applied using a flat, circular tip (diameter: 12.7 mm).
A silicone pad (thickness: 10 mm, modulus: 69 kPa) was
placed beneath the jamming structure to simulate the soft
tissue of a human body. When the structure was jammed
with a vacuum pressure of 75 kPa, the maximum pressure
decreased by 38% by jamming while the total pressure
area increased by 87%, compared to the structure with the
unjammed condition.
Fig. 3(d) shows the performance on a local impact. The
Second Skin was placed on a phenolic foam block, which
is soft and brittle that is easily dented by a mild impact.
A 1-kg steel ball (diameter: 63.5 mm) was dropped on
the device from a height of 0.5 m. When the device was
unjammed, the impact created a clearly visible impression on
the foam. When the device was jammed however, the depth
of the impression significantly decreased while the diameter
increased. The hardened surface effectively distributed the

Fig. 3. An active protector system using the sandwich jamming structure.
(a) Second skin composed of a rubber-laminated pyramidal core structure
and woven face sheets for free-form deformation with a conductive fabric
sheet and an outer enclosure. The thickness of the device is 14mm, a
form factor to be embedded in a bunker gear. (b) The flexible structure
deforms freely with respect to the movement and shape of the body. In case
of collision with an external object, it creates hard surfaces to distribute
and dissipate the impact. (c) When the sandwich structure is vacuumed, it
effectively distributes a 50 N static load of a 12.7 mm diameter tip. The
numbers inside the parentheses indicate the standard deviations. (d) When
a 1 kg steel ball falls on the structure, the vacuumed structure prevents
deformation effectively. (e) Demonstration of the active protector with
three different approaching speeds. (f) Protecting strengths at the vacuum
pressures in (e). Higher yield force was achieved with higher vacuum
pressure.

high local impact to a large area, confirming the effect of
protection by reducing the peak pressure of the impact.
Fig. 3(e) demonstrates the mechanism of anticipatory collision detection and protection. The protector quickly stiffens
its structure by detecting the capacitance change of the
conductive fabric as the unexpected object approaches. The
protector activates the vacuum valve to stiffen its structure
as soon as the object reaches within 0.3 m. It corresponds
to the threshold of 0.2 V, measured from a capacitanceto-voltage converter module. When an object approached
at three different speeds of 0.27, 0.32, and 0.48 m/s and
collided, the vacuum pressure inside the active protector
reached 52, 47, and 28 kPa, respectively. Fig. 3(f) shows
the strengths of the protector at different pressure levels, and
the yield forces were 61.1, 58.2, and 37.7N, respectively.
IV. A PPLICATION 3: S ELECTIVELY H ARDENING G LOVE
FOR I MPACT D ELIVERY
A hard shell made of the jamming structure can be used to
increase the peak impact pressure applied to an object, useful
for a functional glove for destroying an object without a tool
in emergency (Fig. 4). While the glove allows almost free
movement of the hand with dexterity due to the anisotropic
flexible core when unjammed, jamming can make it hard
if necessary. The result shows that the glove has large
differences in stiffness and strength between the unjammed
and the jammed states (Fig. 4(b)). When unjammed, each

applications focused on the interactions of the jamming
structure to both the wearer and external objects. While
the jamming structures provided sufficient DOFs before
being activated, it became a hard outer shell for effectively
protecting the wearer from collision and delivering high
impacts to external objects.
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